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Voice and Influence Conference 

Date: 9th December 2021 

Time: 15:00-18:00 

Location: Zoom 

Conference Facilitators: 

• Peter Okali (PO) - Tower Hamlets Council for Voluntary Service 

• Naomi Goldberg (NG) - METRO GAVS 

• Andrew Kerr (AK) - METRO GAVS 

• Pauline O’Hare (PO’H) - METRO GAVS 

• Roy Gopaul (RO) - METRO GAVS 

• Mutmahim Roaf (MR) - METRO GAVS 

Groups and Organisations in Attendance:  

• Advocacy in Greenwich   

• Ana Huna   

• Blessed Generation   

• Bridge East Greenwich CIC   

• Bromley, Lewisham, and Greenwich Mind   

• GAIN - Greenwich Area Involvement Network  

• Greenwich & Bexley Community Hospice  

• Greenwich Carers Centre   

• Greenwich Citizens Advice Bureaux Ltd   

• Greenwich Clinical Commissioning Group   

• Greenwich Dance Agency   

• Greenwich Leisure Ltd  

• Greenwich Safeguarding Adults Board   

• HER Centre   

• Lewisham and Greenwich NHS Trust   

• Mary Dolly Foundation  

• METRO Charity   

• MumsAid   

• Oxleas NHS Foundation Trust   

• Quaggy Development Trust   

• Royal Borough of Greenwich  

o Digital and Customer Care   

o Health and Adults Services   

o Public Health   

• Samuel Montagu Youth Centre   

• South-East London Clinical Commissioning Group   

• South Greenwich Forum  

• Start Well Trust   

• The Design Charity   
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Appendices  

• Appendix 1: Welcome and Introductions Presentation 

• Appendix 2: Community Engagement Approach in Greenwich Public Health Presentation 

• Appendix 3: Voice and Influence Workshops Presentation 

• Appendix 4: BAME-Led Groups Voice and Influence Workshop Report 

• Appendix 5: Small (Non-Commissioned) Groups Voice and Influence Workshop Report 

• Appendix 6: Large (Commissioned) Groups Voice and Influence Workshop Report 

 

Conference Aim and Approach 

The Voice and Influence Conference was the culmination of a series of Voice and Influence 

Workshops which took place in 2021. The workshops aimed to provide a safe space for Greenwich-

based groups and organisations to explore experiences, barriers, and solutions to engaging with and 

influencing ‘the system’ and local decision-making structures about the issues that matter most to 

them and their service users.   

Using the findings from the workshops, the conference aimed to provide a space for the Voluntary 

and Community and Statutory Sectors in Greenwich to explore ways to: 

• Embed engagement and voice from local Voluntary, Community and Faith groups and 

organisations into the developments which are occurring within the wider health and social 

care landscape 

• Build on ‘the system’s’ collaboration during the COVID-19 pandemic 

• Implement effective engagement and communication approaches to help achieve the Royal 

Borough of Greenwich’s Equality and Equity Charter pledges 

Due to the on-going COVID-19 pandemic, the decision was made to hold the workshop virtually, 

with attendees registering with METRO GAVS. In total, eighty-five people registered to attend the 

event, with thirty-six attending on the day, six cancellation and forty-three no-shows.  

The structure of the conference was designed and developed by an external facilitator from Tower 

Hamlets Council for Voluntary Service and METRO GAVS. The conference was based around two 

activities to facilitate discussions on options for integrating the Voluntary and Community and 

Statutory Sectors, and to establish a timeline of priority for implementation from January to June 

2022. The workshop included seven virtual breakout rooms (four for Activity 1 and three for Activity 

2) 

 

Presentations from METRO GAVS and Royal Borough of Greenwich 

The conference began with a presentation from METRO GAVS which outlined the context for the 

Voice and Influence work which has been taking place since February 2020. A presentation from the 

Director of Public Health from the Royal Borough of Greenwich then provided more detail on the 

new health and social care system, and how the Statutory Sector was engaging with Voluntary, 

Community and Faith groups and organisations. Copies of these presentations are attached as 

appendices to this report.  
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The last presentation, from METRO GAVS, provided more detail on the Voice and Influence 

Workshops, including lessons learnt and proposed options for embedding engagement and voice 

from the local Voluntary and Community Sector into the developments occurring within the wider 

health and social care landscape. The options for improvement were: 

• Define what is meant by communication, consultation, and co-production   

• Agree best methods to be used for communication, consultation, and coproduction  

• Earlier stakeholder engagement  

• Funding for unfunded / non-commissioned groups and organisations for engagement and/or 

for policy influencing and engagement 

• Training on how the system works  

• Engage the Voluntary and Community Sector more effectively around how public money is 

being allocated  

• Formal and informal networking opportunities across the system  

• Comprehensive directories with up-to-date information on sector activity/services, existing 

forums/boards as well as key individuals to liaise with in the statutory sector 

• Statutory Sector Senior Leadership commitment around co-production and the value of the 

local Voluntary and Community Sector  

• Methods put in place to ensure increased participation from and engagement of those with 

protected characteristics   

• Collaborative forums established to allow groups and organisations to build their own 

capacity and work together to build voice and influence 

The third presentation also outlined the next steps regarding the progression of the Voice and 

Influence work beyond the conference, which were to: 

• Develop a Ways of Working Methodology for the Health and Social Care System within 

Greenwich to integrate the Voluntary and Community and Statutory Sectors 

• Work with the Voluntary and Community and Statutory Sectors within Greenwich to launch 

and deliver on this Methodology 

A copy of this presentations is attached as an appendix to this report. 

 

Activity 1: Options and Ideas for Integrating the Voluntary and Community and Statutory Sectors 

For the first activity of the conference, delegates were put into breakout rooms, two for the 

Voluntary and Community Sector and two for the Statutory Sector. During the activity, delegates 

discussed the options for improvement presented during the third presentation in order to develop 

a Top 5 to take forward for implementation post-conference.  All breakout rooms identified that, 

although there were eleven options, a number were interconnected and could be implemented 

simultaneously. There were also additional details which delegates thought would improve the 

options.  

As a result, after the first activity, the eleven options were reduced to nine and were as follows: 

• Define and agree best methods and what is meant by communication, consultation, and co-

production  
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• Obtain Statutory Sector Senior Leadership commitment around co-production and the value 

of the local Voluntary and Community Sector  

• Establish collaborative forums allow groups and organisations to build their own capacity 

and work together to build voice and influence, as well as key individuals to liaise with in the 

Statutory Sector, ensuring voices are allowed in through distributive power, participatory 

democracy, and community champions  

• Provide funding for unfunded / non-commissioned groups and organisations for 

engagement and/or for policy influencing and engagement, with a reward and recompense 

policy  

• Provide training on how the system works  

• Put in place methods to ensure increased participation from and engagement of those with 

protected characteristics  

• Provide formal and informal networking opportunities across the system including 

appropriate representation  

• Engage the Voluntary and Community Sector more effectively around how public money is 

being allocated, recognising the importance of full cost recovery (like external funders), with 

earlier stakeholder engagement  

• Put in place comprehensive directories / function with up-to-date information on sector 

activity/services, existing forums/boards as well as key individuals to liaise with in the 

statutory sector 

 

Activity 2: Options and Ideas for How Each Sector Could Facilitate Integration 

For the second activity, delegates were put into breakout rooms which mixed both sectors, three in 

total. During the activity, delegates discussed the reduced options from the first activity to develop 

a Top 3 to take forward for implementation from January to the end of June 2022. Each group were 

also asked to discuss how to progress the implementation of their agreed Top 3 options.  

Two breakout rooms developed the following Top 3/4 respectively: 

• Breakout Room 1: 

o Provide funding for unfunded / non-commissioned groups and organisations for 

engagement and/or for policy influencing and engagement, with a reward and 

recompense policy   

o Define and agree best methods and what is meant by communication, consultation, 

and co-production   

o Establish collaborative forums allow groups and organisations to build their own 

capacity and work together to build voice and influence, as well as key individuals to 

liaise with in the Statutory Sector, ensuring voices are allowed in through distributive 

power, participatory democracy, and community champions   

• Breakout Room 2: 

o Establish collaborative forums allow groups and organisations to build their own 

capacity and work together to build voice and influence, as well as key individuals to 

liaise with in the Statutory Sector, ensuring voices are allowed in through distributive 

power, participatory democracy, and community champions   
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o Engage the Voluntary and Community Sector more effectively around how public 

money is being allocated, recognising the importance of full cost recovery (like 

external funders), with earlier stakeholder engagement   

o Provide funding for unfunded / non-commissioned groups and organisations for 

engagement and/or for policy influencing and engagement, with a reward and 

recompense policy   

o Put in place methods to ensure increased participation from and engagement of 

those with protected characteristics   

During all breakout rooms however, as with the first activity, it became clear that, although there 

were now nine options, the interconnectedness of them was still important to the successful 

implementation of each. Considering this, one breakout room, Breakout Room 3, prioritised 

combined options for implementation: 

• Priority 1 

o Define and agree best methods and what is meant by communication, consultation, 

and co-production 

o Obtain Statutory Sector Senior Leadership commitment around co-production and 

the value of the local Voluntary and Community Sector   

• Priority 2a 

o Establish collaborative forums allow groups and organisations to build their own 

capacity and work together to build voice and influence, as well as key individuals to 

liaise with in the statutory sector, ensuring voices are allowed in through distributive 

power, participatory democracy, and community champions   

o Provide formal and informal networking opportunities across the system including 

appropriate representation   

o Put in place methods to ensure increased participation from and engagement of 

those with protected characteristics   

• Priority 2b 

o Provide funding for unfunded / non-commissioned groups and organisations for 

engagement and/or for policy influencing and engagement, with a reward and 

recompense policy   

• Priority 3 

o Provide training on how the system works   

o Engage the Voluntary and Community Sector more effectively around how public 

money is being allocated, recognising the importance of full cost recovery (like 

external funders), with earlier stakeholder engagement   

o Put in place Comprehensive directories / function with up-to-date information on 

sector activity/services, existing forums/boards as well as key individuals to liaise 

with in the statutory sector 

This breakout room also developed the following Schedule for Implementation which was agreed 

by all delegates: 

• Jan-Feb 2022: Bring people together to define and agree methods of working around co-

production, as well as get Senior Leadership buy-in from both sectors  
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• Mar-Apr 2022: Develop collaborative processes and networks, and ensure there is equity 

throughout  

• May-Jun 2022: Design 'Single Point of Access' and create / deliver training on how each 

sector works 

 

Next Steps 

The Voice and Influence Conference was the last planned event as part exploratory phase of the 

Voice and Influence work being coordinated by METRO GAVS. METRO GAVS now will progress the 

options for implementation in line with the above schedule. This will be done through a range of 

methodologies including workshops, trainings, and online commentaries. Funding is available where 

intensive input is needed form the Voluntary and Community Sector. METRO GAVS will publish a 

proposed set of events in mid-to-late January, which will be adapted and developed as this 

programme of work develops 

 

For further information, please contact the following: 

• Andrew Kerr – Programme Manager (Andrew.Kerr@metrocharity.org.uk) 

• Pauline O’Hare – Voice and Infrastructure Manager (Pauline.OHare@metrocharity.org.uk) 

mailto:Andrew.Kerr@metrocharity.org.uk
mailto:Pauline.OHare@metrocharity.org.uk
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Appendix 1 

 

 

 

 

Voice and Influence 
Conference
Welcome and Introductions 

Why Are We Here?

• Voice and Influence work being coordinated by METRO GAVS

• Equalities Network

• National Lottery Community Fund Development Grant

• Development of new Integrated Care System within the NHS
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Aims and Objectives

• To agree ways forward to improve co-production, voice, 
influence, equity and integration across the Health and Social 
Care System

• This will be done by:
• Reviewing the learning from the Voice and Influence Workshops

• Prioritising issues to work on

• Deciding on key actions for the next six months

Agenda
Time Activity Lead

3:00pm Welcome and Introductions PO / NG

3:25pm Engaging Voluntary, Community and Faith Organisations in the Current Royal Borough of Greenwich Health and Social 

Care System

SW

3:45pm Voice and Influence Workshops Feedback AK / PO’H

4:00pm BREAK -

4:15pm Options and Ideas for Integrating the Voluntary and Statutory Sectors PO / MGAVS

4:55pm
BREAK -

5:15pm Options and Ideas for How Each Sector Could Facilitate Integration PO / MGAVS

5:45pm Summary and Next Steps AK / PO’H

5:55pm Closing Remarks NG

6:00pm Conference Closes -
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Quick Warm Up Exercise

• Put your hands up if you are from:
• Royal Borough of Greenwich

• NHS

• Voluntary and Community Sector

• Other

• Put your hands up if you:
• Receive funding the Royal Borough of Greenwich and/or NHS

• Receive/d funding via emergency COVID-19 grants

• Are dependent on donations and/or trading

Ground Rules

• Be:
• Respectful
• Honest
• Constructive
• Open to difficult conversation

• Offer solutions

• Consider Zoom etiquette

• Display your name and organisation
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Thank you
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Appendix 2  

 

 

 

 

GAVS Voice and Influence Conference
Steve Whiteman

Director of Public Health

Community Engagement Approach in Greenwich Public Health

Focus on prevention at scale

• Empowering individuals & 
communities

• Building social networks

• Increasing participation

• Developing assets

• Building capacity to address 
determinants

• Increasing resilience

• Healthy public policy 
• Tackling the wider 

determinants of health 

• Social marketing, large scale 

campaigns & awareness 

raising 
• Make Every Opportunity 

Count

Population Level Community Level Individual Level

• Supporting individual health 
behaviour change 

• Increasing access to services 

& resources

• Improving navigation between 

services 
• Population effects can be 

achieved if carried out at scale  
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Name of presentation

Live Well Approach to the broader 

Community Engagement

• Take an asset-based approach – focusing on strengths 

within communities

• Commit to meaningful engagement with our communities

– ensuring we use their knowledge, expertise and 

contributions to ensure we get our work right

• Build local capacity for community development –
developing the structures to enable locally-based activities to 

be strengthened and connected. We do this by:

• Work with local partners - to deliver a whole-system, joined 

up approach
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MHCLG 
Funding

Community 
Champions

Projects

Borough-wide Community 
Champions

Started in November 2020. Currently 450 
Champions signed up to sharing messages 
with a reach of 50-80,000

Neighbourhood Champions Seven neighbourhoods at high risk of 
COVID/negative impact. Supported by paid 
coordinators, community asset based approach

Communities of 
Interest

Engagement work with 10 communities of 
interest and developing work programme 
based on the findings of that engagement –

including identifying new communities. 

Digital Inclusion Mapping needs and co-developing digital 
solutions with the community and 
stakeholders. 

ACTIVITY AND REACH – COMMUNITY VOTING DAYS

> 180 expressions of interest were received from seven 

areas for community voting

78 voted to receive funding – up to £2000

2/3 were small groups or individuals sponsored or first 

time applicants

350 attended online and voted for their projects

£140,000 awarded by the Community in seven areas 

of the Borough

Very diverse engagement across the 4 areas reflecting 
the diversity of the Borough

‘real grassroots suggestions’ Stakeholder observing 
the event

‘I never thought that I would have the opportunity to 
be engaged with such a decision.’ Resident voting
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Future opportunities

• Finalise evaluation of MHCLG Community Champions 
programme

• Resident engagement and co-production key part of taking a 
strengths based approach in Health and Adults Services

• Neighbourhood development as core focus of PCN 
development as part of the personalised care agenda

• New funding small grants funding round with a focus on health 
inequalities and mental wellbeing

• Feed this approach into RBG corporate approaches
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Community Innovation Grants

• A new funding opportunity is available for community-led 
projects in Royal Greenwich to improve mental wellbeing and 
address unfair differences in health

• New funding identified by Cllrs with a focus on tackling health 
inequalities and improving mental wellbeing

• Innovation grants programme – up to £5000

• Focus on small and grassroots organisations

• First information session 15th December 6pm via Zoom and further 
sessions in January

• Applications will open for all of January 2022; with grants made by 
mid-March 2022 for programme delivery during 2022.

Changes to the Health and Care 
Structures

National changes being introduce by Government from April 2022
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Key 
features

Purpose is to:

Strengthen collaboration in the 
planning and delivery of prevention 

and care services

Reduce competition between 
organisations and build partnerships

Provide ability for service 
developments and improvements to be 
achieved in partnsership; procurement 

not required in all cases

Bringing together NHS commissioning and provider organisations
with local authority social care and public health; dis-establishment 

of CCGs

Establishment of statutory ICS organisations (Integrated Care 
Systems)

Sub-regional footprint – in our case, 6 
Boroughs of South East London

Bexley, Bromley, Greenwich, Lambeth, 
Southwark, Lewisham

SE London-wide structures, plus 6 x 
borough level 'place' structures

SEL Integrated Care Board (ICB)
Statutory NHS Body with Unitary Board

(Public, 4 Times per Year)

Delivers agreed local and national people priorities

Healthier Greenwich Partnership
Local Care Partnership (LCP) Board

(Public meeting for formal decision every 2 months, informal seminar alternate month)

Chair - tbc
Form – Statutory Committee of the ICS NHS Body from 1st April 22 moving to Joint Committee of 

the ICS NHS Body from 23/24
ToR’s with Delegated Responsibility from the existing Greenwich Borough Based Board

Will have delegated authority to take decisions about the use of ICS NHS Body resources

Representative - Executive Place Based 
Lead (tbc)

SEL Integrated Care Partnership 
(ICP)

(Public Meeting) (Committee of ICS)

Develop and Agree “Integrated Care Strategy”

South East London Integrated Care 
System (ICS)

Our Healthier South East London

Greenwich, Southwark, Lewisham, Lambeth, 
Bromley, Bexley

ICS Chair  & ICB Chair (Designate) – Richard Douglas
ICS Chief Executive (Designate) – Andrew Bland

Greenwich Health & Wellbeing Board (H&WB)
(Public Meeting)

Chair – Leader of the Council

Form - Statutory Committee of Local Authority.
Joint Strategic Needs Assessment & Health & Wellbeing StrategyRepresentative – Elected Leader / 

Cabinet Member (Danny Thorpe)

H&W Priorities

Greenwich Cabinet

Thrive 
Greenwich –

Mental Health

Live Well Greenwich
- Start well, Live well  

Age well

Healthy 
Weight

Health & Social 

Care System 
Development 
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Where does the VCS fit into the new 
arrangements?

Largely at 'place' / 
borough level

Though there may some 
opportunities to work 
across boroughs or the 

whole of SE London

Opportunity to review
position of VCS within 
the formal structures

How does the VCS want 
to be represented in the 

Healthy Greenwich 
Partnership?

Health and Wellbeing 
Board changing its 
approach – more 
outward facing

Will be a review of sub-
groups and working 

groups, e.g. focused on 
mental health, healthy 

weight etc.

Potential for range of 
VCS organisations to 

participate
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Voice and Influence 
Conference

Voice and Influence Workshops - Lessons Learnt and Proposed Options for Sector 
Integration

Andrew Kerr, Programme Manager

Pauline O'Hare, Voice and Infrastructure Manager

Background

• Three Voice and Influence Workshops took place between July and 
November 2021:
• BAME-Led

• Small / Non-Commissioned

• Large / Commissioned

• Aimed to provide safe space for Greenwich-based groups and 
organisations to explore:
• Experiences, barriers and solutions to engaging with and influencing the 

system, including local decision-making structures

• Issues which matter most to each group/organisation and their service users
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Options for Improved Ways of Working

• Define what is meant by communication, consultation and co-
production

• Agree best methods to be used for communication, consultation 
and coproduction

• Earlier stakeholder engagement

• Funding for unfunded / non-commissioned groups and 
organisations for engagement and/or for policy influencing and 
engagement

Options for Improved Ways of Working

• Training on how the system works

• Engage the Voluntary and Community Sector more effectively around 
how public money is being allocated

• Formal and informal networking opportunities across the system

• Comprehensive directories with up-to-date information on sector 
activity/services, existing forums/boards as well as key individuals to 
liaise with in the statutory sector
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Options for Improved Ways of Working

• Statutory Sector Senior Leadership commitment around co-
production and the value of the local Voluntary and Community Sector

• Methods put in place to ensure increased participation from 
and engagement of those with protected characteristics

• Collaborative forums established to allow groups and organisations to 
build their own capacity and work together to build voice and influence

Next Steps

• Discuss, develop and identify options and ideas for integrating 
the voluntary and community and statutory sectors within 
Greenwich (including how to facilitate this integration)

• Develop Ways of Working Methodology for Greenwich

• Work with the voluntary and community and statutory sectors 
within Greenwich to launch and deliver on the Ways of 
Working Methodology
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Questions
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Appendix 4 

BAME-Led Groups Voice and Influence Workshop  

Date: 15th July 2021 

Time: 14:00-16:00 

Location: Zoom 

Workshop Facilitators: 

• Peter Okali (PO) - Tower Hamlets Council for Voluntary Service 

• Abimbola Junaid (AJ) - Tower Hamlets Council for Voluntary Service 

• Gilles Cabon (GC) - Greenwich Inclusion Project 

Workshop Observers: 

• Pauline O’Hare (PO’H) - METRO GAVS 

• Andrew Kerr (AK) - METRO GAVS 

Groups in Attendance:  

• Afyah Centre 

• Anchor of Love 

• Barnfield Education Limited - Supplementary School 

• Big Red Bus Club 

• DG Community Organisation 

• Greenwich Parent Carer Participation Forum 

• Indian Cultural Society 

• Kids Festival CIC 

• Marvellous Girls Club Ltd 

• SEND Friendly Initiative 

• Somali Teaching Group 

• South London Counselling and Support Services 

 

Workshop Aim and Approach 

The BAME-Led Groups Voice and Influence Workshop aimed to provide a safe space for Greenwich-

based BAME-Led groups and organisations to explore experiences, barriers, and solutions to 

engaging with and influencing ‘the system’ and local decision-making structures about the issues 

that matter most to them and their service users.  

Due to the on-going COVID-19 pandemic, the decision was made to hold the workshop virtually, 

with attendees registering with METRO GAVS. In total, twenty-nine people registered to attend the 

event, with twelve attending on the day and fourteen no-shows. Two participants cancelled in 

advance. Attendance consisted of a range of BAME-Led groups and organisations of varying sizes 

and stages of development. A sample of the non-attendees were contacted after the event, and all 
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explained that they were unable to attend due to other meetings or events which were happening 

at the same time. 

The structure of the workshop was designed and developed by an external facilitator from Tower 

Hamlets Council for Voluntary Service, Greenwich Inclusion Project, and METRO GAVS. The 

workshop was based around five questions to facilitate discussions on the different aspects of 

engagement and influence with regards to decision-making within Greenwich. It was envisioned 

that the workshop will include a number of virtual breakout rooms, however, due to the smaller 

attendance numbers, it was decided to conduct the workshop as one group. Comments outside the 

discussion were collected via the chat function within Zoom as well as the Jamboard programme.  

Prior to the workshop, two groups contacted METRO GAVS to explain that they would not be in 

attendance due to the following: 

• Had provided feedback regarding the workshop topics in previous correspondence with 

METRO GAVS 

• Lack of payment for their attendance and recognition of the value of their further 

contribution to the wider, on-going discussion 

• Concerns about the competence and suitability of the facilitator for the piece of work in 

question as per the evidence provided within their bio 

Virtual meeting technologies have several advantages in terms of enabling groups and organisations 

to meet more flexibly, especially during the pandemic, However, without greater access to virtual 

meeting technologies, the full benefits of this approach will not be fully realised and will ultimately 

limit the amount of insight which can be achieved. Moreover, for one group / organisation, it was 

not possible to attend the workshop due to financial limitations within their group / organisations.  

 

Discussion 1: Examples of the Ability to Effectively Influence Public Policy and Practice  

In general, attendees reported that they had little-to-no experience and/or opportunity to influence 

policy and practice through their groups and organisations, although some attendees noted that 

they felt like they were starting to be listened to. Although this is because of the COVID-19 

pandemic, and the impact of this engagement is yet to be fully realised but it was a positive step. 

Where groups and organisations had the opportunity to engage with statutory sector organisations, 

the feedback received was often that the statutory sector was surprised at the level of work and 

breadth of engagement that was already being undertaken by groups and organisations within the 

borough. Where groups and organisations reported that they felt like they had made some impact 

as advocates for their service users, they also reported that they felt like there was a limit to what 

they could achieve in terms of influencing as an individual organisation. 

With regards to specific examples of effective influence, groups and organisations provided the 

following: 

• Increasing the presence of Muslim women in employment 

• Addressing of stop and search practices   

• Highlighting the need to engage with ‘grassroots’ organisations as well as the needs of 

specific communities  

• Championing community participation, engagement, and development 
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• Leading BAME-specific focus groups around housing and accommodation 

• Raising the profile of specific wards within the borough (i.e. Glyndon) 

 

Discussion 2: What Were the Factors that Made that Influence Effective? Can That Experience be 

Replicated Across Public Institutions?  

Although attendees reported that they had little-to-no experience and/or opportunity to influence 

policy and practice through their groups and organisations, where influence did occur it was clear 

this was due to individual perseverance. With this came a significant amount of learning from those 

individuals, including a sense of having to navigate a complex system alone. This represents a barrier 

to engagement and influence due to the increased effort which is needed to even ‘get a seat at the 

table’. Once groups and organisations were able to meet with the statutory sector, they felt that it 

was important to be able to show integrity and it was expected that the individual will be able to 

champion the voice of the whole community. From a practical perspective, what would help the 

groups and organisations is knowing when and where influencing opportunities arise and who the 

decision-makers are to engage with across a range of policy areas.   

 

Discussion 3: Examples of Unsuccessful Attempts to Influence Public Policy and Practice  

Some groups and organisations reported that they have not been able to influence public policy or 

practice. In these incidents, the reasons given were complex governance structures within the 

statutory sector with regards to consultation. However, groups and organisations also reported that 

they were not financially able to commit to influencing public policy and practice due to not having 

the time and skills to do so. Moreover, it was mentioned that BAME-led groups and organisations 

do not receive the recognition they deserve, and there needs to be an increase in the participation 

of those who identify as both BAME and female. Groups and organisations did also mention that it 

would be beneficial to receive updates around public policy and practice that they have been able 

to influence. 

 

Discussion 4: What Were the Barriers to Effective Influence? 

The overarching barrier to effective influence was groups and organisations not having the time or 

skills to engage. This is partly an issue of these groups and organisations being unfunded / not 

officially commissioned by the statutory sector, as well as the challenge of the additional work 

required. For example, understanding statutory sector language and terminology, the time required 

for engagement which would otherwise be spent delivering projects, programmes and services as 

well as ensuring that contributions based on lived experience are recognised and treated as valid.    

With regards to specific examples of barrier to effective influence, groups and organisations 

provided the following: 

• Funding – influence can only be pursued once the group / organisation is financially able to, 

including have the time and skills to do so  
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• Access to decision makers within the statutory sector, with these decision makers possessing 

a lack of cultural understanding of the communities living, working, studying, and socialising 

within the borough 

It was also noted that there was an increase in mistrust between local communities and the 

statutory sector as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic due to the disparities around infection and 

death rates.  

 

Discussion 5: What Methods and Approaches Should be Adopted in Greenwich to Improve BAME-

led Organisations’ Influence? 

Several methods and approaches were discussed which can be summarised as follows: 

• Statutory sector institutions need to do more to recognise and value the work carried out by 

and the lived experiences of BAME-Led groups and organisations within the borough, 

including projects, programme, and services they are already delivering – this can be partially 

achieved by mapping current project, programme and service delivery but also considering 

how meetings are structured and who is involved as well as acknowledging intersectionality 

• Financial support for unfunded / non-commissioned groups and organisations in the form of 

imbursement for their time if and when possible and necessary, with strategic and core 

funding for ‘grassroots’ groups and organisations 

• Groups and organisations coming together to build their own capacity and financial literacy 

through a collaborative forum in order to engage with and influence the statutory sector in 

partnership with the statutory sector 

• Development of funding opportunities for policy influencing and engagement, flexible to the 

changing needs of local communities  

 

Next Steps 

The BAME-Led Groups Voice and Influence Workshop was the first of three workshops designed to 

explore the experiences, barriers, and solutions to engaging and influencing the system about the 

issues that matter most to voluntary and community sector organisations and their service users 

within Greenwich. The decision to hold three workshops was taken due to the size and diversity of 

the sector and to enable a range of voices to be heard.  A second event for small organisations not 

commissioned by the Council and/or NHS with a turnover of less than £200,000 will take place on 

30th September 2021. The third workshop, due to take place on the 11th November 2021 will be 

aimed at commissioned groups and organisation and/or those groups / organisations with turnover 

of more than £200,000. A report will follow all three events, which will culminate in a Conference 

on 9th December 2021, inviting senior colleagues from across the system to discuss the findings of 

the workshops. The Conference will aim to establish concrete ways forward for the sector to 

effectively engage with and influence the system.  

 

For further information, please contact the following: 

• Andrew Kerr – Programme Manager (Andrew.Kerr@metrocharity.org.uk) 

mailto:Andrew.Kerr@metrocharity.org.uk
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• Pauline O’Hare – Voice and Infrastructure Manager (Pauline.OHare@metrocharity.org.uk) 

 

 

mailto:Pauline.OHare@metrocharity.org.uk
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Appendix 5 

Small / Non-Commissioned Groups Voice and Influence Workshop  

Date: 30th September 2021 

Time: 16:00-18:00 

Location: Zoom 

Workshop Facilitators: 

• Peter Okali (PO) - Tower Hamlets Council for Voluntary Service 

• Gilles Cabon (GC) - Greenwich Inclusion Project 

• Pauline O’Hare (PO’H) - METRO GAVS 

• Roy Gopaul (RO) - METRO GAVS 

• Mutmahim Roaf (MR) - METRO GAVS 

Groups in Attendance:  

• Abbey Wood Tennis Club 

• Ana Huna 

• ARC and You 

• Association of Panel Members 

• B Young Stars 

• Blessed Generation 

• Champions 4 Change LTD 

• Derrick and Atlas Gardens Residents Association 

• Greenwich Street Pastors 

• Greenwich Vietnamese Women 

• Marvellous Girls Club Ltd 

• More2Childcare 

• Seniors in Touch SIT (Previously GSP Adult Day Centre) 

• South Greenwich Forum 

• Yeshua's Arm 

 

Workshop Aim and Approach 

The Small / Non-Commissioned Groups Voice and Influence Workshop aimed to provide a safe space 

for Greenwich-based small and/or non-commissioned groups and organisations to explore 

experiences, barriers, and solutions to engaging with and influencing ‘the system’ and local decision-

making structures about the issues that matter most to them and their service users.  

Due to the on-going COVID-19 pandemic, the decision was made to hold the workshop virtually, 

with attendees registering with METRO GAVS. In total, twenty-eight people registered to attend the 

event, with sixteen attending on the day, two cancellations and ten no-shows.  

The structure of the workshop was designed and developed by an external facilitator from Tower 

Hamlets Council for Voluntary Service METRO GAVS. The workshop was based around five questions 
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to facilitate discussions on the different aspects of engagement and influence with regards to 

decision-making within Greenwich. The workshop included two virtual breakout rooms due to the 

attendance numbers. Comments outside the discussion were collected via the chat function within 

Zoom.  

 

Discussion 1: Examples of the Ability to Effectively Influence Public Policy and Practice  

In general, some attendees reported that they had some experience and/or opportunity to influence 

policy and practice through their groups and organisations, although some attendees noted that 

they personally have had little-to-no experience and/or opportunity. Although some of this 

influence occurred because of the COVID-19 pandemic, and the impact of this engagement is yet to 

be fully realised, it was a positive step. 

With regards to specific examples of effective influence, groups and organisations provided the 

following: 

• Before the COVID-19 pandemic, begun to influence policies with regards to progressing 

young people out of the criminal justice system (which was supported by METRO GAVS) 

• During the COVID-19 pandemic, influenced the Royal Borough of Greenwich’s Children’s 

Services department with regards to grant provision for early years services due to little-to-

no income from registered families 

• During the COVID-19 pandemic, instrumental in establishing a testing provision in schools 

which cater to children with Special Educational Needs and Disabilities, including associated 

information, advice and guidance for the families of said children 

• Successful in numerous planning application decisions against and enquiries regarding the 

construction of high-rise apartments within the borough  

• Raised awareness of the information required when navigating the immigration system 

within the UK, specifically migrants of African descent trying to resettle in the UK with 

dependent children  

 

Discussion 2: What Were the Factors that Made that Influence Effective? Can That Experience be 

Replicated Across Public Institutions?  

Although only two attendees reported that they had some experience and/or opportunity to 

influence policy and practice through their groups and organisations, it was clear this was due to 

individual perseverance. These groups and organisations reported that they were able to influence 

due to their passion for their group / organisation’s focus(es). They also reported that persistence 

in reaching out was also important (i.e. regular presence on social media, as well as individual group 

/ organisation research completion and report publication). However, at times, the experience 

and/or opportunity to influence policy and practice was due to individuals being introduced to the 

relevant officers within the system.  

With the numerous attempts to influence policy and practice through their groups and 

organisations, individuals who had little-to-no experience and/or opportunity to do so represents a 

great loss within the system. However, this lack of experience / opportunity shows the considerable 

barriers which are faced by small and non-commissioned groups who often navigate a complex 
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system alone. From a practical perspective, what would help groups and organisations is knowing 

when and where influencing opportunities arise and who the decision-makers are at any point in 

time, to engage with across a range of policy areas.   

 

Discussion 3: Examples of Unsuccessful Attempts to Influence Public Policy and Practice  

Some groups and organisations reported that they have not been able to influence public policy or 

practice. In these incidents the reasons given were varied and ranged from complex governance 

structures within the statutory sector (including being overly bureaucratic) to inclusion in 

influencing opportunities appearing to be tokenistic.  

Examples of unsuccessful influence provided by groups and organisations are as follows: 

• Significant delays in processes property leases (circa four years) which prevented the group 

from applying for and being awarded grant funding 

• Income from new property developments via Section 106 Agreements and the Community 

Infrastructure Levy are not being distributed to help tackle local social issues, such as health 

and education, but instead are being disproportionality allocated to transport initiatives  

• Inclusion on decision-making panels being tokenistic and, as such, services developed, are 

culturally insensitive - although feedback from groups and organisations is taken, it does not 

appear to be implemented, and there can be additional scrutiny of groups / organisations 

involved which can limit their engagement and influence   

• Small groups and organisations are only periodically awarded funding from the statutory 

sector to delivery community participation, engagement, and development work despite 

their opinion on such work being sought and provided on numerous occasions 

• Some ethnic minority communities are not provided with a voice or the opportunity to have 

influence within the system due to them not using ‘normal’ channels 

• Faith focused groups and organisations not appearing to have influence within the system 

due to an observation that they are ‘further down the pecking order’ 

 

Discussion 4: What Were the Barriers to Effective Influence? 

Examples of barriers to effective influence provided groups and organisations provided are as 

follows: 

• Access to decision-makers within the statutory sector 

• Length of time the decision-making processes takes within the statutory sectors, which 

impacts the success of voluntary sector initiatives  

• Although there are many good and dedicated staff within the Royal Borough of Greenwich, 

including councillors and officers, there is an issue with siloes working which leads to poor 

cross-departmental cooperation and presents difficulties for the voluntary and community 

sector to engage with and obtain effective and meaningful outcomes 

• It was also noted that there was a tension between large and small groups and organisations, 

with large groups and organisations appearing to have a monopoly on commissioned 

projects, programmes and services delivered within the borough. Small groups and 
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organisations often provide feedback during these processes but are not necessarily 

rewarded for doing as they are overlooked for local funding opportunities 

 

Discussion 5: What Methods and Approaches Should be Adopted in Greenwich to Improve Small 

/ Non-Commissioned Organisations’ Influence? 

Several methods and approaches were discussed which can be summarised as follows: 

• A strategy should be developed regarding communication, consultation and co-production 

which should include: 

o Provision for both online as well as offline participation and engagement 

o A commitment to building meaningful working relationships across the system 

o A ‘feedback loop’ so groups and organisations are able to understand their 

contribution to public policy and practice 

• Commitment from all levels of leadership within the system needs to occur in order to 

facilitate small groups and organisations to have influence, including clarity regarding which 

forums exists to do so, as several individuals questioned the meaningfulness of their 

influence as, at times, the perception was that decisions had already been made prior to the 

engagement with them  

• It was noted that investment in engagement with relevant groups and organisations at the 

early stages of a consultation process would maximise resources, avoid potentially costly 

mistakes such as the cost of defending decisions in court, and help meet urgent local needs 

• Voluntary and community groups and organisations should have more opportunities to 

influence the broad areas where public money should be allocated – for example, it was felt 

more investment is needed to address the mental health needs of young people and equip 

them for the transition into adulthood 

• There was also an observation if we have less resources coming out of the COVID-19 

pandemic, there should be renewed effort on working together on the best way of allocating 

funds 

• If appropriate, the use of national bodies within the system to make introduction between. 

small organisations and the statutory sector 

• Statutory sector institutions need to do more to recognise and value the work carried out by 

and the lived experiences of small and non-commissioned groups and organisations within 

the borough, including projects, programme, and services they are already delivering on a 

non-commissioned basis – this can be partially achieved by designing tenders which allow 

small groups and organisations to bid and can potentially prevent an observed overreliance 

on large groups and organisations 

 

Questions 

Throughout the discussions regarding the five questions above, groups and organisations asked 

several questions which, although important, were not directly linked to the workshop. METRO 

GAVS will seek answer to these questions, which are as follows: 

• What support can the Royal Borough of Greenwich offer to local nurseries?  
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• Currently the Royal Borough of Greenwich retains an additional £5.00 per child from 

National Government funding related to early years services – what is this money used for? 

• With regards to property developer contributions within the Royal Borough of Greenwich 

(i.e Section 106 Agreements and the Community Infrastructure Levy) could there be 

transparency regarding how these monies are spent, including a new shared understanding 

of ‘regeneration’? 

NB: While the Royal Borough of Greenwich’s 123 Regulation List was praised, it was 

recommended that more of this funding should be redirected towards investing in 

social infrastructure  

• It is anticipated that as the UK transitions into the post-pandemic phase that resources are 

going to me limited – in light of this, what is the Royal Borough of Greenwich’s policy 

regarding Social Value?   

• How is the ‘system’ developing methodologies for digital inclusion for communities within 

the borough, including older people?  

• How can groups and organisations have more say regarding how funding is allocated and 

distributed?  

 

Next Steps 

The Small / Non-Commissioned Groups Voice and Influence Workshop was the second of three 

workshops designed to explore the experiences, barriers, and solutions to engaging and influencing 

the system about the issues that matter most to voluntary and community sector organisations and 

their service users within Greenwich. The decision to hold three workshops was taken due to the 

size and diversity of the sector and to enable a range of voices to be heard.  An initial event for 

BAME-Led groups and organisations was held on the 15th July 2021, with a third event for large 

organisations either commissioned by the Council and/or NHS with a turnover of more than 

£200,000 will take place on 11th November 2021. A report will follow all three events, which will 

culminate in a Conference on 9th December 2021, inviting senior colleagues from across the system 

to discuss the findings of the workshops. The Conference will aim to establish concrete ways forward 

for the sector to effectively engage with and influence the system.  

 

For further information, please contact the following: 

• Andrew Kerr – Programme Manager (Andrew.Kerr@metrocharity.org.uk) 

• Pauline O’Hare – Voice and Infrastructure Manager (Pauline.OHare@metrocharity.org.uk)

mailto:Andrew.Kerr@metrocharity.org.uk
mailto:Pauline.OHare@metrocharity.org.uk
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Appendix 6 

Large / Commissioned Groups Voice and Influence Workshop  

Date: 11th November 2021 

Time: 14:30-16:30 

Location: Zoom 

Workshop Facilitators: 

• Peter Okali (PO) - Tower Hamlets Council for Voluntary Service 

• Andrew Kerr (AK) - METRO GAVS 

• Pauline O’Hare (PO’H) - METRO GAVS 

• Roy Gopaul (RO) - METRO GAVS 

• Mutmahim Roaf (MR) - METRO GAVS 

Groups in Attendance:  

• Advocacy in Greenwich (AIG)  

• Greenwich Area Involvement Network (GAIN)  

• Greenwich Carers Centre  

• Greenwich Co-operative Development Agency (GCDA)  

• Greenwich Mencap  

• Greenwich Inclusion Project (GrIP)  

• Greenwich West Community and Arts Centre  

• HER Centre  

• METRO Charity 

• MumsAid  

• St Mary's (Eltham) Community Complex Association  

• Tramshed (formerly Greenwich and Lewisham Young People's Theatre (GLYPT))  

• Volunteer Centre Greenwich (VCG)  

• YMCA Thames Gateway (inclu. YMCA Thamesmead and YMCA Woolwich)  

 

Workshop Aim and Approach 

The Large / Commissioned Groups Voice and Influence Workshop aimed to provide a safe space for 

Greenwich-based large and/or commissioned groups and organisations to explore experiences, 

barriers, and solutions to engaging with and influencing ‘the system’ and local decision-making 

structures about the issues that matter most to them and their service users.  

Due to the on-going COVID-19 pandemic, the decision was made to hold the workshop virtually, 

with attendees registering with METRO GAVS. In total, twenty-three people registered to attend the 

event, with fifteen attending on the day, one cancellation and seven no-shows.  

The structure of the workshop was designed and developed by an external facilitator from Tower 

Hamlets Council for Voluntary Service and METRO GAVS. The workshop was based around five 

questions to facilitate discussions on the different aspects of engagement and influence with 
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regards to decision-making within Greenwich. The workshop included two virtual breakout rooms 

due to the attendance numbers. Comments outside the discussion were collected via the chat 

function within Zoom.  

 

Discussion 1: Examples of the Ability to Effectively Influence Public Policy and Practice  

In general, most attendees reported that they had some experience and/or opportunity to influence 

policy and practice through their groups and organisations, although there were differences in the 

levels of experience and/or influencing opportunities. It was noted that there was an increase in 

influence, which occurred as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Given this continues post-

pandemic, this is a positive step for the commissioned section of the voluntary and community 

sector within Greenwich. 

With regards to specific examples of effective influence, groups and groups and organisations 

provided the following: 

• Empowering people with learning disabilities to attend the Learning Disabilities Partnership 

Board within Greenwich to ensure they have a ‘seat at the table’ and can ensure there is a 

collective voice for these communities  

• Engaging and influencing the local authority through the projects, programmes and services 

being delivered, of which some have a health and wellbeing focus based on learning, 

training, and development 

• Working with the local authority to think creatively about ensuring suitable and adequate 

access to accordable housing within Greenwich 

• Working closely with the Public Health Vaccination Programme within Greenwich, although 

more coordination will be required to maintain this partnership working post-pandemic 

• Successful influence via the Domestic Abuse Service User Steering Group which led to 

inclusion in the Domestic Abuse Strategic Partnership Board and to the updating of 

terminology and the relaunching of the Women’s Charter within the local authority as well 

as the commissioning of a diverse training programme in relation to domestic abuse, 

including how non-practitioners can support those facing domestic abuse 

• Positive influencing has occurred within the health sector, specifically with the local 

authority and Greenwich Clinical Commissioning Group Patient Reference Group which led 

to the shaping of commissioned projects, programmes, and services as well as practices 

relating to community participation and engagement 

• Created networking opportunities across projects, programmes, and services within the 

Cultural Sector which, in turn, has benefitted the corporate culture within the local authority  

• Conducted research into Youth Chances which has had an impact on homophobic, bi-phobic 

and transphobic bullying within schools, several invitations to attend scrutiny panels in 

relation to the impacts of COVID-19 on LGBTQ+ communities, numerous influences 

regarding Greenwich sexual health projects, programmes, and services, and co-production 

between disabled services users and the Royal Borough of Greenwich’s Health and Adult 

services 

• Providing a voice for people with a mental health condition to address stigma, 

discrimination, and prejudice, including mental health and faith, which has led to successful 

influencing of strategic decisions within Greenwich 
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• Successfully influenced the local authority to commission projects, programmes and services 

which do not sit clearly within a service area (i.e. perinatal mental health services span a 

number of service areas, such as maternity, adults and children’s, which are now the 

commissioning of these services is stand alone, to ensure better services are established) 

 

Discussion 2: What Were the Factors that Made that Influence Effective? Can That Experience be 

Replicated Across Public Institutions?  

A number of attendees reported that their group/organisation had some experience and/or 

opportunity to influence policy and practice. However, it was clear this was due to their status as 

commissioned groups/organisations which grants them access to decision-makers within the 

borough, either in the local authority or other agencies (i.e. Greenwich Clinical Commissioning 

Group). Groups and organisations reported they were able to influence due to their passion for their 

group/organisation’s focus(es) and that persistence in reaching out to the system is also important 

(i.e. regular attendance at relevant meetings and continuous building of working relationships with 

decision-makers).  

At times, the experience and/or opportunity to influence was due to individuals having a good 

working relationship with relevant officers within the system, although this is more difficult with 

officers as opposed to Councillors, as officers are more likely to change roles on a regular basis.  

It was noted that some larger groups and organisations are trying to support, encourage and 

empower smaller groups and organisations to have voice and influence within the borough. It was 

suggested all commissioned groups and organisations could have a role in amplifying the voices of 

those who do not have a ‘seat at the table’ and this could be achieved and enabled through better 

partnership working between larger and smaller voluntary and community sector groups and 

organisations.  

One group/organisation, who works across a number of boroughs, described their approach to 

influencing when approaching a local authority as starting at Cabinet Member level to try and agree 

some initial principles. If successful, the Cabinet Members often facilitate meetings with Chief 

Executives and Directors in order to help achieve/ further the group or organisation’s objectives. It 

was, however, agreed that groups/organisations, regardless of their size, need to promote their 

offer so as to gain influence. This approach is dependent upon the focus of the group/organisation 

and how closely these align with the ambitions and direction of decision-makers. It is important to 

note that the COVID-19 pandemic had a significant impact on the statutory sector’s understanding 

about the value of volunteering which should continue post-pandemic, although this will require 

more openness across the system. 

 

Discussion 3: Examples of Unsuccessful Attempts to Influence Public Policy and Practice  

Some groups and organisations reported they have struggled to be able to influence public policy 

or practice. The reasons given ranged from the statutory sector not always understanding some of 

the feedback provided by voluntary and community groups and organisations, to inclusion in 

influencing opportunities appearing to be tokenistic and decisions being pre-determined.  

Examples of unsuccessful influence provided by groups and organisations are as follows: 
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• During the Royal Borough of Greenwich 2017-2022 Voluntary Sector Strategy Development 

Workshop, groups and organisations were reassured that they were being listened to and 

had the opportunity to influence the development of the strategy, however, there was a 

view that at least one stakeholder, who was pivotal to creating the strategy, did not 

understood the feedback provided resulting in the strategy not reflecting the depth of 

feedback and the outcomes being pre-determined  

• As part of the Start Well Greenwich (Health Visiting Service) Consultation a number of groups 

and organisations of varying sizes expressed concerns about a new operator coming into the 

borough to deliver the Health Visiting service and, although the local authority insisted it 

would work, unfortunately the new trust which was established did not work and Bromley 

Health Care had to be subsequently commissioned to begin delivering the service instead 

• At times there has been a perception that issues being raised by voluntary and community 

sector groups and organisations are out of self-interest instead of the view being that 

addressing them will benefit the communities being served – this perception is not aided as 

many discussions with groups and organisations are focused, mainly, on funding and 

resourcing    

• The success of influence by groups and organisations is highly dependent upon the relevant 

officer who is leading the influencing opportunity  

 

Discussion 4: What Were the Barriers to Effective Influence? 

Examples of barriers to effective influence provided groups and organisations provided are as 

follows: 

• Following unsuccessful attempts to influence public policy and practice (as outline above) it 

was felt there needs to be a ‘checking process’ as well as an effective ‘feedback loop’ to 

confirm statutory sector organisations understand the feedback given by voluntary and 

community sector groups and organisations when making decisions – it was noted that the 

risk of not doing so may result in solutions that do not address the issue(s) and lead to a 

wasting of resources 

• Groups and organisations and, as a result, local communities, need to understand how their 

input and feedback is used, which includes a need to be supported in holding decision-

makers to account for how projects, programmes and services develop / are delivered, 

although it is recognised that this challenging to do given high turnover of staff in officer 

roles but also if there are poor response rates from those in senior positions  

• There is a recognition of the pressure officers are under managing their portfolio of groups 

and organisations, time and resources within statutory organisations is limited and the 

natural instinct is to look after funded groups organisations in line with their delivery model 

(i.e. an arts group/organisations is seen as fitting in the ‘arts’ box of groups and organisation), 

however, an arts group/organisation’s remit can include working with people with learning 

needs - it was felt that frameworks are needed within the statutory sector to  enable groups 

and organisations working across sectors which could be support through cross-

departmental commissioning and a better use of resources 

• Although many statutory sector colleagues are very positive about working with voluntary 

and community sector groups and organisations, there is a perception that some individuals 
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within the statutory sector do not feel there is legitimacy in what voluntary and community 

sector groups and organisations have to contribute which creates a barrier to meaningful 

engagement  

• The system uses a high number of acronyms which the voluntary and community centre 

does not necessarily understand as well as having a culture which is not conducive to 

innovation 

• A lack of trust in the system due to the perception that opportunities to influence are very 

limited as there are a number of ‘fixed agendas’ – while the system promotes opportunities 

to influence, network and develop partnerships, this is dependent upon having the time and 

resources to do so, which is not helped by operational changes occurring without prior 

communication, consultation appearing to be a ‘tick box’ exercise and commissioning within 

the system not necessarily being joined up (i.e. not all service blocks within the local 

authority know which groups and organisations are currently commissioned) 

• The voluntary and community sector became fragmented during the COVID-19 pandemic 

with the voice of the sector becoming somewhat diminished as a result of the previous 

reduction in METRO GAVS voluntary sector forums,   

• Opportunities to hold decision-makers, including system leaders, to account have been lost 

which has only been exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic - for example, although virtual 

meetings are beneficial for group discussions, they are not conducive to wider system 

networking between the voluntary and community and statutory sectors, and is something 

which should be built back into the system 

 

Discussion 5: What Methods and Approaches Should be Adopted in Greenwich to Improve Large 

/ Commissioned Organisations’ Influence? 

Several methods and approaches were discussed which can be summarised as follows: 

• A strategy should be developed regarding communication, consultation and co-production 

which should include: 

o An increase in the length of the commissioning timeframes to facilitate the 

development of partnerships between groups and organisations who are interested 

in bidding 

o A commitment to building meaningful working relationships across the system, 

including decision-makers within the statutory sector (i.e. Departmental Directors 

and Councillors) as well as a commitment to try and break down the siloed working 

within the statutory sector and the culture of suspicion and mistrust  

o A ‘feedback loop’ so groups and organisations are able to confirm and subsequently 

understand their contribution to public policy and practice, which could be led by 

METRO GAVS both online (i.e. quarterly leadership networking sessions) and offline  

• Commitment from all levels of leadership within the system needs to occur in order to 

facilitate large groups and organisations to have influence, including clarity regarding which 

forums exists to do so, as several individuals questioned the meaningfulness of their 

influence as, at times, the perception was that decisions had already been made prior to the 

engagement with them 
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• Provide decision-makers and relevant officers with a comprehensive list of commissioned 

voluntary and community sector groups and organisations within the system, including the 

projects, programmes and services they provide, which would enable engagement as well 

as demonstrate their added value  

• Voluntary and community sector groups and organisations being provided with a list of the 

key contacts of liaison within the system as several groups and organisations expressed the 

need for regular, clear published lines of control in terms of staffing, which includes this 

information being republished if and when they change and/or a reorganisation occurs  

• Training sessions for voluntary and community sector groups and organisations on how the 

different areas of the system are structured 

• Voluntary and community sector groups and organisations should have more opportunities 

to influence the broad areas where public money is to be allocated through co-production 

and co-design in a step up from simple consultation – if the statutory sector resourced this 

better more groups and organisations would have meaningful participation and 

engagement, including smaller groups and organisations, with some larger groups and 

organisations felt that they should be supporting smaller organisations with regards to 

influencing the system as they already have more power and agency to influence) 

 

Next Steps 

The Large / Commissioned Groups Voice and Influence Workshop was the third of three workshops 

designed to explore the experiences, barriers, and solutions to engaging and influencing the system 

about the issues that matter most to voluntary and community sector organisations and their 

service users within Greenwich. The decision to hold three workshops was taken due to the size and 

diversity of the sector and to enable a range of voices to be heard. An initial event for BAME-Led 

groups and organisations was held on the 15th July 2021, with a second event for small / non-

commissioned organisations with a turnover of less than £200,000 taking place on 30th September 

2021. A report will follow all three events, which will culminate in a Conference on 9th December 

2021, inviting senior colleagues from across the system to discuss the findings of the workshops. 

The Conference will aim to establish concrete ways forward for the sector to effectively engage with 

and influence the system.  

 

For further information, please contact the following: 

• Andrew Kerr – Programme Manager (Andrew.Kerr@metrocharity.org.uk) 

• Pauline O’Hare – Voice and Infrastructure Manager (Pauline.OHare@metrocharity.org.uk) 

 

mailto:Andrew.Kerr@metrocharity.org.uk
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